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 Joan L. Rankin

 Connecting literacy
 learners: A pen pal
 project
 Rankin is an Assistant Professor in
 the Department of Special
 Education and Communication
 Disorders at the University of
 Nebraska - Lincoln. Her primary
 interest is the literacy growth of
 students with learning disabilities.

 Being literate relates to one's ability to
 read, write, listen, and speak. How
 ever, literacy is not an all-or-none

 phenomenon. Our ability to transmit and un
 derstand both private and public knowledge
 through oral and written forms increases
 when we have opportunities to use these be
 haviors in real communication activities and
 to receive feedback on their effectiveness. The

 pen pal project described in this article was
 developed to provide these opportunities for
 using language to two distinct groups of learn
 ers?elementary special education students
 who were not conventional readers and writ
 ers, sometimes even referred to as "nonread
 ers and nonwriters" (Englert & Palincsar,
 1991), and university education majors learn
 ing to serve this population of students. A pri

 mary aim of this project was to create
 opportunities for personal growth for the par
 ticipants. For elementary students, it was ex

 pected that the growth would be primarily in
 literacy skills-reading, writing, and oral
 communication. For the university students,
 growth was expected in developing skills re
 lated to observing, reflecting, analyzing, and
 decision making. In this article I will discuss
 the implementation of the pen pal project, de
 scribe how it was incorporated into a resource
 classroom, and examine the benefits of partic
 ipating in the project for the special education
 and university students.

 Basic to the concept of holistic teaching
 are the tenets that literacy instruction needs to
 be relevant, serve a real function or purpose,
 and be meaningful to the language learner
 (Goodman, 1986). One activity that meets
 these requirements for literacy growth is writ
 ing and receiving personal letters from a pen
 pal. The traditional description of pen pals as
 peers who exchange letters is not new. How
 ever, recent projects involving pen pals of tar
 geted partners have demonstrated added
 benefits. For example, projects involving
 school children and senior citizens (Ashe,
 1987; Bryant, 1989) and peers of other races
 (Foster, 1989) have resulted in positive rela
 tionships and increased understanding and re
 spect between partners and groups as a whole.
 Pen pal projects with students in different
 countries have been suggested as a way
 to increase awareness of global issues, eth
 nic diversity, cultural pluralism, and in
 terdependence (Peters, 1985). Electronic

 mail, another vehicle for written exchange be
 tween individuals, has provided students moti
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 vation for written communication as well
 as practice in emerging technological skills
 (Foster, 1989; Levin, Rogers, Waugh, &
 Smith, 1989). In addition, pen pals have
 been used within teacher training programs to
 encourage preservice teachers to observe
 writing growth in students (Burk, 1989), pro
 vide opportunities to model and encourage
 writing development (Yellin, 1987), and help
 foster an understanding of the appropriate bal
 ance between formal matters of writing, con
 tent, and intent (Crowhurst, 1990). Similarly,
 it is believed that written interaction in the

 form of dialogue journals results in compara
 ble benefits for a variety of students (Shuy,
 1987), including students with learning dis
 abilities (McGettigan, 1987) and English as a
 Second Language students (Young, 1990).
 Both activities potentially provide an atmo
 sphere for learning that incorporates a safe
 social context, an attentive audience, a mean
 ingful exchange of ideas, and individual and
 personal response-all of which are situations
 likely to increase motivation to write better
 and to write more.

 This project was designed to match spe
 cial education elementary students and univer
 sity preservice teachers in an attempt to create
 authentic texts for literacy learning. Tradi
 tional special education and remedial instruc
 tion has emphasized the components and
 subskills of language without significant at
 tention to maintaining the sense of the "whole"
 language event (Allington, 1983; Allington &

 McGill-Franzen, 1989). In addition, services
 for special learners have focused on individu
 alized instruction, often to the exclusion of
 attention to community and the social interac
 tive aspects of learning. This project grew out
 of a desire to move away from the more tradi
 tional experiences offered in special education
 by providing elementary students with an op
 portunity for interactive literacy experiences
 that were holistic and socially satisfying.

 While this project is situated in the context of
 special education, the basic principles of
 learning underlying the project, the reading
 and writing issues addressed, and the overall
 project design are applicable to other contexts
 for promoting literacy growth.

 Project participants
 The elementary school and students. The

 elementary school that the pen pals attended

 served approximately 480 students and was
 selected for a number of reasons, including
 the relatively high degree of ethnic and cul
 tural diversity represented for this midwestern
 U.S. region (28% African American, 9% Na
 tive American, Mexican American/Latino,
 Southeast Asian, and other), the number of
 students qualifying for special services (26%
 special education, 17% Chapter 1), and the
 number of lower socioeconomic status stu
 dents (68% qualified for free or reduced
 lunch).

 The 30 to 35 elementary students in
 volved as pen pals each semester were second
 through sixth graders with reading levels
 ranging from preprimer to fourth grade on
 standardized reading measures. All pen pals
 received special services through programs
 targeted for children with learning disabilities
 (55%), mild mental handicaps (20%), behav
 ior disorders (15%), and Chapter 1 reading
 students (10%). Special education or Chapter
 1 teachers identified these students as individ

 uals who would likely benefit both academi
 cally and socially from participation in the
 writing project.

 This project grew out of a desire to move
 away from the more traditional
 experiences offered in special education
 by providing elementary students with
 an opportunity for interactive literacy
 experiences that were holistic and
 socially satisfying.

 The university class and students. This
 project was a requirement for a class, Diagno
 sis and Correction of Reading Disabilities, of
 fered through the Department of Special
 Education and Communication Disorders at
 the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. The
 course is intended to familiarize students with

 various types of reading and writing prob
 lems, possible causes, assessment procedures,
 and appropriate materials, methods, and inter
 vention strategies for nonconventional readers
 and writers. It is offered to senior level under
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 graduate students and to graduate students
 who are special education majors and is a re
 quired course for undergraduate students
 working toward a Grade 7-12 reading en
 dorsement. Typically, students have taken at
 least one reading methods class prior to en
 rolling in this course.

 An emphasis of the recent call for reform
 in teacher education programs has been to
 provide experiences that develop preservice
 teachers' abilities to thoughtfully analyze
 and make strategic educational decisions.
 Edmundson (1990) pointed out that "...the
 whole curriculum in teacher education...must
 focus deliberate and sustained attention on the

 development of the skills and attitudes needed
 for decision making and reflection" (p. 720).
 As the instructor of a group of preservice
 teachers learning about literacy, I wanted to
 provide my students with more than knowl
 edge about learning, curriculum, and instruc
 tional methods by encouraging them to
 integrate that knowledge and apply the infor

 mation in classroom situations. However, the
 class involved in this project was a night class,
 and therefore not related to a field placement
 in the schools. Consequently, connecting my
 students with children in other ways became a
 priority. This pen pal project served that pur
 pose while also providing my students the op
 portunity to "think like teachers." As my
 students corresponded with their pen pals they
 were expected to observe, reflect, analyze,
 hypothesize, make decisions, and respond?in
 other words, to practice the behaviors that
 embody good teaching.

 Project description
 Resource teacher responsibilities. I began

 the pen pal project, currently in the sixth se
 mester of implementation, each semester by
 contacting Shelley Clayburn, the resource
 teacher who spearheaded the project within
 the school. She arranged the initial meetings
 with the teachers who agreed to involve their
 students and served as my contact person
 throughout the project. During our initial
 meeting, arrangements were made regarding
 the logistics of "mailing" the letters back and
 forth (I picked up and delivered letters to each
 group weekly), and their role in the project
 was clarified. Specifically, we agreed that they
 would allot time each week for the reading
 and writing of pen pal letters and they would

 encourage students to apply writing skills they
 were learning in class. Resource teachers
 agreed not to point out mistakes or make cor
 rections on their students' letters; however,
 they did encourage their students to do per
 sonal editing. Occasionally, a student's hand
 writing or spelling was such that my students
 could not make sense of the message. In this
 case, the resource teacher provided a written
 translation of the letter after it had been offi

 cially mailed by the student.
 Resource teachers structured letter writ

 ing time in ways that met the needs of their
 classroom and provided a description of this
 structure for my students. Some teachers set
 up a letter-writing center and allowed students
 to select a time during their independent work
 time to write their letters, while other teachers
 allotted specific writing time for the entire
 group. One teacher provided a real mailbox
 within the classroom in which students mailed

 their completed letters. Additionally, the re
 source teacher provided information for my
 students throughout the semester regarding in
 structional content and school activities that

 might affect the students' writing. For in
 stance, if the students were studying proper
 nouns or being introduced to cursive writ
 ing, my students could watch for potential
 changes in student letters and encourage their
 pen pals to use the newly acquired skills. By
 being aware of such things as school carni
 vals, Grandparent's Day, and other school ac
 tivities, my students were able to initiate
 topics that were directly related to the stu
 dents' current personal experiences. This in
 formation was conveyed to me through
 informal notes accompanying the weekly let
 ters, and I, in turn, shared the information
 with my students.

 University student responsibilities. Dur
 ing the first week of each semester, my uni
 versity students were introduced to the pen pal
 project. They were told they would be writing
 letters throughout the semester to an elemen
 tary student experiencing reading and writing
 difficulties. My students were given the name,
 grade level, and approximate reading level of
 their pen pal. To protect the elementary stu
 dent's confidentiality, my students were
 not told their pen pal's specific handicapping
 condition.

 University students received a letter from
 their pen pal and wrote return letters weekly. I
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 collected letters on scheduled class dates and
 delivered them to the elementary school the
 following day, and letters were distributed to
 elementary students by their teacher. I then
 picked up their return letters to their pen pals
 several days later so that I could distribute
 them to my students during our next class

 meeting.

 Initial letters of both groups often in
 cluded questions and responses related to fam
 ily, pets, personal and school interests, and
 personal appearance. To respond to the curi
 osity of the elementary students regarding
 their pen pals, individual pictures were taken
 of my students and given to them to send to
 their pen pals. Elementary students were de
 lighted and often responded by returning a
 personal photo. University students fre
 quently were invited by their pen pals to join
 them for lunch or visit school for special
 events, and although not required, these per
 sonal contacts were encouraged.

 Given holidays, absences, or other events
 that kept pen pals from writing, the weekly ro
 tation of letters allowed students to receive ap
 proximately 10 to 12 letters throughout the
 semester. It was evident that the elementary
 students counted on receiving their letters
 each week. Consequently, if my students
 missed a class, they were expected to get their
 letters to me on schedule. In the event of unex

 pected absences, I wrote personal notes to stu
 dents as a proxy pen pal in an attempt to
 provide continuity and motivation for them to
 write a letter, even though they had not re
 ceived one from their personal pen pal.

 Letter writing was only one component of
 the pen pal project. Beyond writing the
 weekly letter, my students were expected to:
 (a) thoughtfully respond to the needs and in
 terests of their pen pals in ways that encour
 aged writing progress; (b) keep files of letters
 received from their pen pals, numbering and
 dating each letter; (c) observe and analyze
 their pen pals' writing development in the ar
 eas of legibility, mechanics, spelling, lan
 guage usage, creativity and originality of
 ideas, idea development, etc., keeping re
 cords of observed changes; and (d) submit the
 file of collected letters and two copies of their
 analyses (one for their pen pal's teacher and
 one for me) in the form of a final paper on a
 specified date at the end of the semester.

 A look at one classroom
 Following is a description of how Lana

 Christensen, a resource teacher, integrated
 this pen pal activity into her language arts cur
 riculum. The second- through fifth-grade stu
 dents in her class, whose reading levels
 ranged from preprimer to early second grade,
 came to Lana for all of their reading and lan
 guage arts instruction. One day of the week
 was designated as "Letter-Writing Day." When
 the students came into the resource room, let
 ters from the university students were passed
 out and read individually. If students needed
 help reading, they sought assistance from ei
 ther a peer, the paraeducator, or Lana. Lana

 met individually with each student and to
 gether they developed a plan for answering the
 letter. She reviewed the overall format of a

 friendly letter, starting with the proper place
 ment of the greeting, and developed a guide on
 a small piece of paper for the student to fol
 low. This guide provided cues for proper for

 mat, as well as word cues to facilitate
 organization and recall of content. The student
 then was asked to go through and circle all the
 question marks in the letter received. Lana re
 minded the student that these were questions
 that should be answered in the return letter. She

 asked the student to answer the question ver
 bally, and through an interactive discussion,
 she and the student would agree on a word or
 phrase that represented the student's verbal re
 sponse (see Figure 1). Lana wrote down that
 word or phrase to serve as a cue when the stu
 dent wrote independently. This process was re
 peated for each question asked. Lana then
 asked if there was anything the student would
 like to tell or ask his or her pen pal. Again, sin
 gle words or simple phrases were generated as
 recall cues and added to the guide. If the stu
 dent wanted to ask a question, the cue word or
 phrase was written and followed by a question
 mark as a reminder to use proper punctuation.
 Finally, Lana asked if there was anything pri
 vate that the student would like to share. If the
 student said there was, she wrote "secret" as the
 reminder. A discussion about the student's de
 sired closing also led to a written cue for
 proper format. The student then returned to his

 or her seat to compose independently using the
 guide generated with Lana. Students wrote
 from 20 minutes to one hour and were allowed

 to do independent reading when letters were
 completed.
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 Figure 1
 Sample guide generated by the student and teacher
 to aid student's recall when writing a pen pal letter

 (2) - lina. ("How are you?")

 (3) mm C Wf | |Vt IV\ IHQ ("What did you do this weekend?")

 (4) mm IWI f\ S ("So,wh0 d0 y?u think wi,! win the World Series?")

 (5) ? Wo VI Cl 5 6 r IC ^ (Wh0 d0 y?u think wNI win the Wor,d Series?)

 '6' w?felS ^ have a dog that IS named Cassy and a cat named Fluff.)

 (7) m* \\KY\ Cm (Could you come to school and have lunch with me?)

 (8) - secret

 o) ?o*r friend )

 Project outcomes
 Benefits for elementary students. The pen

 pal project was not designed specifically as a
 writing intervention. However, it was hoped
 that the meaningfiilness of the activity would

 motivate elementary students to write and pro
 vide them with practice of skills taught in
 their regular and resource classrooms. Fulfill

 ment of this hope was confirmed by university
 students' observations and documentation of
 positive changes by all pen pals in at least one
 area of writing skill. Although credit for all
 growth cannot be attributed solely to this proj
 ect, specific growth areas likely resulting
 from the project were students' increased abil
 ity to use correct letter form (observed in 47%

 of the students) and their increased use of
 communicative writing (observed in 78% of
 the students). Letter form was assessed by
 comparing the format of first and last letters;
 communicative style was assessed by looking
 at the number of questions students asked, the
 number of questions to which students re
 sponded, movement from more formal to less
 formal responses, and the appearance of stu
 dent-initiated topics that gave information to
 and sought information from their university
 penpal.

 Resource teachers identified additional
 benefits to students participating in the pen pal
 project. The reading instruction these students
 received for 60 to 90 minutes daily involved a
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 basal series and direct instruction of reading
 skills. In addition, participating students were
 involved in a mainstream communications
 class that provided some opportunity for jour
 nal writing, and in another schoolwide pro
 gram that encouraged daily reading of
 extended texts. Thus, weekly letter writing
 was viewed by resource teachers as a useful
 complement to the already existing program
 components of skill instruction, personal writ
 ing, and extended reading. Specifically, teach
 ers expressed the benefits gained by being
 able to teach elements of written expression
 (e.g., capitalization, punctuation, etc.), as
 well as specific letter-writing skills, and to
 have a vehicle for immediate, direct applica
 tion of skills taught. Additionally, the re
 sponse to students' letters by their university
 pen pals provided a very personal form of
 feedback and reinforcement for their writing
 efforts.

 Another benefit was the increased moti

 vation and willingness of students to engage in
 a writing activity. While letter writing to
 friends has been documented as the most fa

 vorable writing activity of students in Grades
 1-8 (Hogan, 1980), for many students with a
 history of school failure any activity requiring
 extended reading and writing frequently is
 viewed negatively. For the students involved
 in this project, however, resource teachers re
 ported high enthusiasm for the project and in
 creased motivation toward writing. Many
 students were observed reading and rereading
 earlier letters received from their pen pal and
 writing letters for an entire hour.

 A less obvious but potentially more pow
 erful benefit for the elementary student was
 the opportunity to develop a personal relation
 ship and attachment to a positive adult.
 Brendtro, Brokenleg, and Van Brockern
 (1990) state that "the most potent behavioral
 influence that an adult can have in the life of a
 child comes when an attachment has been
 formed" (p. 60). The pen pal pairs developed
 a personal connectedness that increased as the
 semester progressed. In most cases the pairs
 readily became friends and enjoyed a mean
 ingful interchange. The following examples
 serve to illustrate the significance of some of
 the relationships that formed. One young girl
 was reevaluated for special education services
 and found to have made gains that allowed her
 to be dismissed from special education and re

 turn full time to the regular classroom. Her
 initial response was that she did not want to

 make the move if it meant losing her pen pal.
 Needless to say, arrangements were made so
 she could continue writing from her new
 classroom. Another student moved to a new
 school and was having difficulty adjusting.
 Soon after the move, his new teacher re
 quested that his university pen pal write to
 him at the new school to help provide some
 continuity and ease the transition.

 Elementary students also used their pen
 pal correspondence to share feelings and con
 cerns regarding difficult school or family situ
 ations. The following excerpts illustrate
 student-initiated comments:

 I'm no to happy that we gave my dog away but he
 has a good home and he will have fun with the
 other 32 dogs, do you now we haf to move becose
 of the lanlord because he cut are water meter and it
 has been cood on by the dog and mice.
 Your frien J

 My goued math [grandmother] is in the hapetal
 [hospital].

 I am fine but this girl keeps bothering me. School
 is going fine but there is problems.

 I was ill for one day. but on friday i miss going
 camping be case i had an asthmaatank. I was cof
 fing hard and hard to breth at least we have a ma
 chen for me and my sister and brot

 I got beeten up by danyell yesterday.

 University students apparently were perceived
 as safe adults and served as sympathetic lis
 teners to some very personal concerns.

 Benefits for university students. This
 project challenged the university participants
 to develop a personal relationship with a stu
 dent through written communication and re
 quired them to apply what they had learned in
 psychology and education classes regarding
 developmental processes, curriculum, and

 One young girl was reevaluatedfor
 special education services and found to
 have made gains that allowed her to be
 dismissed from special education and
 return full time to the regular
 classroom. Her initial response was that
 she did not want to make the move if it
 meant losing her pen pal.
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 teaching methods. The weekly letters allowed
 them to actually see the writing difficulties
 and to confront the frustrations commonly ex
 perienced by students struggling to gain com
 petence in literacy. The following student
 comment is illustrative of this:

 School can be difficult in itself; however, for the
 remedial reader the struggle is more enduring and
 the rewards come at a harder cost. T is a fifth
 grade student who has a reading level similar to
 that of a first-grade student. As I complete my En
 glish/Reading endorsement, T was the first reme
 dial reader I had contact with. On the outside T
 was similar to most fifth graders, yet through our
 correspondence with each other, I saw the chal
 lenges that she dealt with.... I wish I could be a

 miracle worker and fix whatever problems she had
 each day.

 University students were challenged to
 engage students in writing. Some elementary
 students were somewhat reluctant to invest

 themselves in this project and required effort
 and creativity from their pen pals to get them
 motivated. Examples of some special efforts
 included "back and forth" stories in which
 each pen pal would add a paragraph each
 Week, jokes and riddles that would not be an
 swered until the following week, pictures and
 mementos sent from vacations, gum and
 candy taped to letters "just for being my
 friend," and a visit to school, probably the
 most effective strategy for increasing motiva
 tion. Many university students gained a
 deeper understanding of the level of commit
 ment that is needed to reach students who
 have experienced school failure.

 Finally, this project pushed preservice
 teachers to "think like teachers." These teach

 ers-to-be had to apply what they knew about
 language learning, written expression, read
 ing and writing connections, developmental
 growth, assessment, establishing learning en
 vironments, instructional methods, and strate
 gic teaching to answer questions and support
 their perspectives and decisions. Students

 were asked to address the following questions
 in their final analyses: (a) From your pen pal's

 writing, what can you confidently say he or
 she knows about language? About the me
 chanics of writing? About the process of writ
 ing? (b) What guesses or hypotheses would
 you make that could explain the consistency,
 inconsistency, progress, or lack of progress
 observed in your pen pal's writing throughout
 the semester? (c) If you were this student's
 teacher, what area(s) would you target for

 growth and instruction? Why? (d) How would
 you, as the student's teacher, facilitate growth
 in the targeted area(s)? Specifically, what

 methods or strategies would you use and why
 would you select these over other alternatives?

 My goal of fostering "teacher thinking"
 was embodied in the overall question, "If you
 were this child's teacher, what would you do to
 insure the child's continued growth as a
 writer?" I openly acknowledged the disadvan
 tage of not having daily face-to-face interac
 tions with their pen pals. As educators, we
 often do not have all the information we would

 like and are forced to make educated guesses
 with limited amounts of information. Conse
 quently, my students' task was to support their
 comments and suggestions with sound logic
 and learning theory.

 Excerpts from one university student's fi
 nal analysis and three of her pen pal's letters
 provide an example of responses to these
 questions. These passages were selected to il
 lustrate the observations and reflective think

 ing typically demonstrated by my students.
 Figure 2 shows the first, third, and tenth letter
 written by a fourth-grade boy. The selected
 portions of my student's paper present her
 ideas regarding the clarity of his writing and
 idea development, punctuation, spelling, and
 possible instructional strategies.

 Regarding the clarity of T's writing and his
 ability to develop ideas, my student wrote:

 The message T is conveying is always evident. I
 would say his ability to write clearly has improved
 during the semester. His first letter was composed
 of six independent ideas expressed in sentence
 form. Letter #3 had several topics about the same
 theme, but they were not all grouped together. For
 example, he has a TV in his room and later in the
 letter he tells his favorite TV show, and still later he
 explains that his TV is big. Letter #10 has similar
 topics grouped together (bikes and schools), with
 five similar ideas about school grouped together.

 The following comments were made about T's
 punctuation skills:

 T's use of punctuation is developing, but could use
 reinforcing. In his first letter a period went at the
 end of a line whether the sentence ended or not. In
 letter #3, he used a comma and a question mark
 (although the "?" went after a period). In his let
 ters, period use always dropped off later in the let
 ter. I would be inclined to believe it's just
 carelessness. Often I think he hurries and punctua
 tion is probably one of the least of his worries when
 he is writing. In letter #1, he was trying to develop
 the "I'm" contraction and it came out Tarn"; the
 next sentence he just used "I."
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 Figure 2
 T's letters written during 3 different weeks of a semester

 Letter #1

 Pear Pen??\,

 W\y \> t olhtS <*t*l 5 ;s^rs.
 X<\?i\ new citlKft icKool.

 Sincerely
 T

 9eovr?)- Letter#3

 So^TimeSjlikefo PU/ oufi;4e
 Xv>**e ckTV. m nvy r o o n\.

 XVtktto pW ioo4UU a+howe..
 f\y B ro Hx?/S rxAfeCS is ? - ?ni
 wv- . TVxey c*re hice.
 XV? ke $?a\\Y>ous* Jft^TViKow
 XlikeSckooV Sow\?.nflw.

 D o You \\U v* ^ ?, ^ XV??
 X l\ ke The Sa^Mon?iprus
 x\*,k?. toread Boo**,

 s ; ncerei.y T
 Letter #10

 l^otqnw &?Ke i* isa \o SPeed u
 ?X'?t ?aSr on;*.X IftofSwi limite??*

 t^y?rienK, IfW br?ete.
 TheActf*? ^?JineM SChool,
 XV, te to re<ib. S o\?\e.V\ we..

 Jb1?t\iKt 1tach4>* *w1*i*W
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 Figure 3
 J's letters to his university pen pal

 J's first letter

 ^ n^me is  Jz^_I
 am m +he. 5" fh . ara?c. ?Attre. are

 Some. -fkioaS I'd like -\~D +cl\ yoiA

 abouf myself

 ?7\^ /"O ^/^y fxsofP^ ?i
 J's second letter

 Jl have +K<te Dr-of htlrs 4- + ou/ 5?'"S+eS t/yj
 H?vVe pefs-One cat 4- his rA^e IS Geno
 4- 1 Ko,m5rer -VW5ncxmec\ Sp^ky.

 +earA- Aty +?<^ ,5+ne L^er5 So Xv^sreq/iy
 A^ppy -4 ?oui the SUper??>vvf?

 Uo u ou ko, ve. ^ry Lrol^ erSor S/'s?ef-5?
 X YAwt +? ^ A4rucK?rivev-Vv^Aen '

 i-V\ Kop'n^-{-orviee4 ^ou ?eforfi y o^-go

 COk v^Tr W have <\j "cd vee.t
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 T's spelling ability was described in this man
 ner:

 Spelling skills seem to be transitional. A word can
 be spelled correctly in one sentence, but not later
 on (letter #10-"school" and "like"). Possibly when
 he is writing he may try to only include words that
 he is fairly certain he can spell. The words "to,"
 "two," and "too" are all represented by "to" (letters
 #1 and #10).

 This student demonstrated insightful thinking
 and appropriate application of theory in the
 learning strategies suggested:

 It is hard to identify specific strengths, but I would
 name the enthusiasm present in his letters and the
 use of good syntax in his writing as his strongest
 skills. He appears to be developing the paragraph
 concept. I would target increasing sentence com
 plexity and paragraph formation as his next devel
 opmental frontiers. Where he is responsive to letter
 writing, I would set up a teacher-student written
 conversation during class. This activity could
 prove beneficial because conferencing could give
 feedback on strengths and weaknesses or give ideas
 for other interventions.

 Following is an additional example from
 another pen pal pair that demonstrates unique
 observations and comments. Figure 3 in
 cludes two letters written by a fifth-grade boy
 before and after receiving a letter from his pen
 pal.
 Regarding the dramatic difference in letters,
 my student remarked,

 Wow! I couldn't believe this! After the first letter, I
 thought that my student had low skills for a fifth
 grader and would be really boring to write to. But
 look at the difference! This is a great example of

 what happens when the writing task is made per
 sonal and real. In the first letter I'm sure the
 teacher encouraged J to tell me something about
 himself. But I wasn't anybody to him so he proba
 bly didn't care much. After getting my letter and
 the picture I sent he was able to personally engage
 himself because I was a real person. This is a great
 example of how important it is to make reading and
 writing meaningful to kids or you won't be able to
 tell what they really do know.

 At the conclusion of each semester of let

 ter writing, the teachers of the elementary stu
 dents were given copies of the analyses
 written by my students. Teachers looked for
 ward to receiving the university students'
 sometimes naive, but often insightful, com

 ments about their students. They appreciated
 the genuine concern shown and the perspec
 tives and ideas shared. Teachers were very
 grateful for the commitment made to their stu
 dents and all they learned by reading the uni
 versity students' analyses. Reading the papers
 caused the teachers to reflect on the observa

 tions and comments and to consider seriously
 the instructional strategies suggested.

 Concluding comments
 This project served as a valuable learning

 experience for university students developing
 in their skills as teachers. It provided mul
 tiple examples of student writing and individ
 ual cases to discuss that included both
 strengths and weaknesses of real students.
 This created a meaningful context for generat
 ing hypotheses and proposing intervention
 strategies. Furthermore, the university pen
 pal provided a real audience for the student
 writer and served as a more knowledgeable
 other relative to the writing task. The class
 room interaction between peers, as students
 read and discussed letters, provided additional
 opportunities for language and dialogue re
 lated to writing. Finally, the project provided a
 context for multiple student-teacher interac
 tions related to topics, the writing process,
 and writing products.

 The pairing of preservice teachers and
 nonconventional readers and writers provided
 opportunities for growth in both groups. How
 ever, if you are in a situation where you do not
 have access to university students, consider
 other potential partners who could provide
 similar modeling, motivation, and interest for
 your students. Options might include pairing
 of same- or different-age students within your
 school or a nearby school, retired teachers,
 rural or urban school partners, senior citi
 zens, or individuals in the armed services. Al
 though the benefits for each group may
 differ, the rewards to your students will be
 evident.

 One of my students summed up the bene
 fits of this project in the following statement:

 Overall, I think this pen pal project has been very
 productive for both groups of students. We college
 students got an idea of how some students are writ
 ing and some ideas about how we would try to cor
 rect their problems. The elementary students got
 the opportunity to write to someone who is real and
 interesting, not just some fictitious person in a
 story. The more opportunities we give children to
 write, the better writers they will become.

 The author gratefully acknowledges the indi
 viduals from Clinton Elementary School in
 Lincoln, Nebraska, who made this project
 possible through their active support and par
 ticipation: Principal Jerry Tewell and special
 education teachers Shelley Clayburn, Lana
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